In this analysis we were used observations of magnetic fields MDI/SOHO and KPVT. The technique of allocation of magnetic structures was following. On each image pixels with intensity of magnetic field on absolute value not less 8Gs for MDI and 10Gs for Kitt Peak were allocated. Groups of the allocated pixels could form the structures having the common border, separating structure from background magnetic field. Were taken into account elements having the area not less than 20 million parts of hemisphere (mph). For determination of the horizontal velocity was identification of such magnetic structures on the next images is carried out. Thus, the identification was conducted at minimization of deviations from expected position.
For checking the methods of allocation tracers and its applicability for definition of speeds the comparative analysis of definition of speed of rotation is carried out. For elements of the greater area the law of differential rotation differed from it. Formulas of approximation for elements of the various sizes are resulted in Table 1 . For elements of the small size the formula of approximation is close to values received in article Komm, Howard & Harvey (1993) .
In figures 1 and 2 latitude-time diagrams of speed meridional circulation are resulted according to observations Kitt Peak and SOHO/MDI. The latitude-time distribution of meridional circulation determined in the present work shows, that the field of velocities considerably depends on a phase of a cycle (Snodgrass & Diley (1996) ). With development of activity in at equatorial areas at latitudes is lower 20 o current it is directed to equator. The line section meridional streams of various directions lays near to the center of the butterfly and moves to equator. Probably, it occurs because from an emerging magnetic stream in the field of occurrence of spots there are horizontal currents in the opposite sides. In a minimum of activity meridional drift in each hemisphere basically is directed to poles, except for area of latitudes 40 − 60 o where it is directed to equator. Probably, variations meridional velocities at these latitudes also are caused by emersion of a stream in the top layers of a solar atmosphere. 
